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Objectives

Turkish Ministry of Health (MoH) initiated Health Transformation Program (HTP) in 2003. HTP impacted all clinical and economic outcomes of health including pharmaceutical sales by improving access to health services. Total pharmaceutical market reached US $8 billion in last 10 years. HTP improved health coverage and access to health services, additional policies are implemented by MoH for controlling this increasing trend on pharmaceutical consumption.

The aim of this analysis is to understand the impact of selected 5 major policy changes to total pharmaceutical consumption in between 2002-2012.

Methodology

We analyzed possible breaks in trends prior and after the implementation of 5 selected policies of the HTP. The analysis was conducted for cost (CS) and unit sales (US) for all pharmaceutical products.

The Durbin-Watson d statistics of SPSS version 20.0 was used as a test for serial correlation of error terms. Shift in slope with p<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Results

All, except for RF policy changes, had a negative impact on the trends for CS. RF policy did not reverse the trends in CS and US however it slowed positive trend in CS significantly down. All policies hindering impact on the increasing trend in US. However, only RF and CMS policies reached statistically significant level.

Conclusion

Policies within the HTP framework were successful to control pharmaceutical expenditures while improving access to healthcare. International reference pricing has a limited impact on controlling growth of pharmaceutical market.
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